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Abstract:
Metallic open cell foams have multiple applications in industry, e. g. as catalyst supports
in chemical processes. Their regular or heterogeneous microscopic structure determines the
macroscopic thermodynamic and chemical properties. We present an object-oriented python
library that generates state space models for simulation and control from the microscopic foam
data, which can be imported from the image processing tool iMorph. The foam topology and the
3D geometric data are the basis for discrete modeling of the balance laws using the cell method.
While the material structure imposes a primal chain complex to define discrete thermodynamic
driving forces, the internal energy balance is evaluated on a second chain complex, which is
constructed by topological duality. The heat exchange between the solid and the fluid phase is
described based on the available surface data. We illustrate in detail the construction of the dual
chain complexes, and we show how the structured discrete model directly maps to the software
objects of the python code. As a test case, we present simulation results for a foam with a
Kelvin cell structure, and compare them to a surrogate finite element model with homogeneous
parameters.
Keywords: Port-Hamiltonian systems, metallic foam, cell method, distributed parameter
systems, discrete modeling, geometric discretization, process systems, simulation
1. INTRODUCTION
Metallic foams are a type of material that is used in mul-
tiple ways for industrial purposes. Two classes of metallic
foams are distinguished: closed and open cell foams. In
closed cell foams, the fluid phase is encapsulated in closed
cavities inside the foam. Open cell foams have connected
porous cells so that the fluid can flow through the material.
In this paper, we will concentrate on the latter. Due to
their high surface to volume ratio, open cell metallic foams
are used in catalytic reactors, see e. g. Frey et al. (2016).
In order to design and control the chemical processes
in a reactor, numerical models of the thermodynamic
behaviour are needed. Existing approaches use effective
properties, e. g. from volume averaging over Cartesian unit
cells (Quintard et al., 1997).
? This work was supported by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
(project number 317092854) and Agence Nationale de la Recherche
(ID ANR-16-CE92-0028), project DFG-ANR INFIDHEM.
With the use of tomography, precise 3D voxel data of
a given foam sample can be generated and topological
as well as geometric data can be extracted using image
processing software like iMorph (Brun et al., 2008). We
will show an approach to set up a numerical model for
the heat transfer on open cell foams that is directly based
on the possibly heterogeneous foam topology. Microscopic
material parameters and the exact geometry complete the
model in the discrete constitutive equations.
The separation of a (Dirac) interconnection structure to
describe the structural exchange of power (or the time
derivative of another appropriate potential) via pairs of
conjugated port variables from material-dependent con-
stitutive equations and energy storage, is at the heart of
the Port-Hamiltonian (PH) framework, see e. g. Duindam
et al. (2009) for an overview. In Seslija et al. (2014), and
later for non-uniform boundary conditions in Kotyczka
and Maschke (2017), the discrete modelling of conserva-
tion laws on dual chain complexes was presented. The
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preliminary work (Scheuermann et al., 2019) illustrates
the discrete modelling of heat transfer and exchange on
open cell foams.
In this paper, we adopt this paradigm for the computer-
based modelling and simulation of heat transfer on open
cell foams. We present the necessary extensions for the
classification of topological objects from the regular 2D
case as presented in Kotyczka and Maschke (2017) to
irregular 3D meshes in Section 2. The structured repre-
sentation of the coupled heat equation on dual complexes
is presented in Section 3, while we show how this model
directly maps to the object oriented python code in Section
4. A numerical example is given in Section 5, and the paper
closes with final remarks and an outlook in Section 6.
2. IMAGE PROCESSING
The input data for model generation and simulation is
obtained from the image processing tool iMorph 1 . iMorph
can extract the structure of the foam from 3D tomography
pictures. A typical example is shown below. Fig. 1a shows
the image of an open cell foam sample, while Fig. 1b
displays the extracted solid graph.
(a) Surface (b) Graph
Fig. 1. Metallic open cell foam (Kelvin cells)
Besides the solid nodes (Fig. 2a) and struts (Fig. 2b),
which are represented by the edges of the solid graph,
iMorph identifies cells (Fig. 2c) in the fluid phase. These
cells are connected by so-called “windows” (Fig. 2d).
3. DISCRETE HEAT EQUATION ON DUAL
COMPLEXES
The modelling is based on the cell method, see Alotto et al.
(2013) for an introduction to this numerical scheme with
references to the original works (Tonti, 2001) and appli-
cations. The PH framework explicitly considers open sys-
tems, i. e. systems with boundary energy flow, see Seslija
et al. (2014) for the discrete modelling of conservation laws
and van der Schaft and Maschke (2013) for PH systems on
graphs. We follow the regular 2D approach described in
Kotyczka and Maschke (2017). The heterogeneous 3D case
considered here requires some adaptations and additions,
which are illustrated below.
3.1 Cells, Chains and Chain Complex
The topology and geometry of the foam is described in
a structured way using j-dimensional cells, or in short
1 http://imorph.sourceforge.net/
(a) Node (b) Strut
(c) Cell (d) Window
Fig. 2. Structures in open cell foams defined by iMorph
“j-cells” 2 , see Arnold (1989), Section 35.D or Flanders
(1989), Section 5.5. A j-cell is a geometric object that
consists of a convex polyhedron D ⊂ Rj , a differentiable
f : D → M on the n-dimensional manifold M and an
orientation. A formal sum of j-cells is called j-chain.
The linear vector space of j-chains on a tessellation K is
denoted Cj(K,R). The boundary of each j-cell consists
of a j − 1-chain and is found by applying the boundary
operator ∂j . Applying the boundary operator twice to a j-
chain results in an empty set, which is the central property
of a chain complex, see e. g. Ja¨nich (2001), Section 7.6.
The spaces of j-chains, j = n, . . . , 0, which, connected
via the boundary operators, form an n-complex, can be
represented in a sequence diagram:
Cn(K,R)
∂n−→ Cn−1(K,R) ∂n−1−→ . . . ∂1−→ C0(K,R) (1)
In the following, we call a n-chain with the collection of all
j-cells, j = 0...n, appearing in the sequence above, an n-
complex. The symbol ∂ will be used for both the boundary
operator and its matrix representation, i. e. an incidence
matrix. For our application, only the case with n = 3 is
relevant, so we will restrict ourselves to this case.
3.2 Definition of the Primal 3-Complex
The primal 3-complex is initially given by the structure of
the solid phase. Since an n-complex can be seen as a gen-
eralized directed graph, orientations have to be assigned
to all j-cells. The nodes (0-cells) and edges (1-cells) of the
primal 3-complex can be taken directly from the graph
generated with iMorph. Faces (2-cells) correspond to the
iMorph windows. The windows that enclose a fluid cell
define a volume (3-cells).
The following classification of inner and border j-cells is
necessary for the direct imposition of boundary conditions
2 The term “cell” is used in two contexts, that should not be
confused with each other: It is used in iMorph to describe a cavity in
the foam or a j-dimensional geometric object. Therefore, the latter
is always denoted as j-cell.
Fig. 3. Primal complex
in the numerical model. To realize Neumann boundary
conditions (NBCs), i. e. heat flux boundary conditions on
the appropriate dual objects, see Subsection 3.3, additional
border nodes must be defined, which lead to additional
edges, faces and volumes on a thin, artificial boundary
layer.
Fig. 3 shows a minimal example for a 3-complex with the
orientation of the j-cells. The different categories of j-cells
are described below.
Inner nodes: Solid nodes inside the domain are called
inner nodes and are denoted by ni ∈ Ni.
Border nodes: Solid nodes on the boundary are called
border nodes and are denoted by nb ∈ Nb. At these nodes,
a Dirichlet boundary condition (DBC) is imposed.
Additional border nodes: These nodes, denoted by nb ∈
NB, are not a representation of a solid node, but an
intersection of a strut with the boundary (border edge,
see below). Through the dual face to this edge, see next
subsection, a NBC is imposed.
(a) Inner (b) Border (c) Additional border
Fig. 4. Primal nodes
Inner edges: Inner edges ei ∈ Ei are connections of the
inner nodes and border nodes. They represent struts that
are entirely inside the domain or on its boundary (ni with
ni, nb with nb and ni with nb).
Border edges: Border edges eb ∈ Eb connect inner nodes
to additional border nodes an represent struts that cross
the system boundary.
Additional border edges: These edges eB ∈ EB have no
representation in the solid graph, but they are necessery
to fill the entire domain with volumes.
(a) Inner (b) Border (c) Additional border
Fig. 5. Primal edges
Inner faces: Faces belonging to windows that are entirely
inside the domain, are called inner faces fi ∈ Fi.
Border faces: Border faces fb ∈ Fb belong to windows
that are not completely inside the domain.
Additional border faces: These faces fB ∈ FB do not
belong to a window, but they are necessery to fill the entire
domain with volumes.
(a) Inner (b) Border (c) Additional border
Fig. 6. Primal faces
Inner volumes Volumes that lie inside the domain or on
the boundary with a DBC are inner volumes vi ∈ Vi.
Border volumes Only volumes at the boundary with a
NBC are border volumes vb ∈ Vb.
(a) Inner (b) Border
Fig. 7. Primal volumes
Remark 1. On first sight it may seem, that some nodes
in Fig. 3, especially at the corners, are missing. However,
they were left out intentionally. Similar to the additional
boundary edges in the 2D case in (Kotyczka and Maschke,
2017, Fig. 5), that have no nodes at the corner of the
face, the volumes in the 3D case can also have corners
without nodes. In 3D, there can even be kinks in the faces
without having a “real” edge at that position. These kinks
are drawn with dotted lines and lie inside a face and have
therefore no effect on the result of the boundary operator
applied to the face.
Remark 2. The categorization differs from Kotyczka and
Maschke (2017), because the physical variables are as-
signed to the geometric objects in another way. This is
because the energy balance is evaluated on the dual vol-
umes instead of the primal faces. Subsequently, the driving
force is evaluated on the primal instead of the dual edges.
3.3 Construction of the Dual 3-Complex
The dual 3-complex is defined by construction. For better
visibility, only one dual j-cell is drawn in Fig. 8. The same
procedure is repeated for all other primal j-cells.
A barycentric dual is used, as in Alotto et al. (2013). This
means, that the dual node is located at the barycentre
of the primal volume (Fig. 8a). Accordingly, a dual edge
intersects with its primal face at the barycentre of the
face (Fig. 8b) and the dual face intersects with the primal
edge also at the barycentre of the edge (Fig. 8c). The dual
complex is completed with the dual volumes around the
primal nodes (Fig. 8d).
(a) Node (b) Edge
(c) Face (d) Volume
Fig. 8. Primal and associated dual cells
3.4 Discrete PH Respresentation
For a structured discrete model of the heat transfer on the
foam, we start with the well-known heat equation with
distributed parameters on a single phase, x ∈ Ω ⊂ R3,
t ∈ R+0 ,
cT˙ (x, t) = λ∆T (x, t). (2)
T (x, t) denotes the temperature, the heat capacity c and
the thermal conductivity λ are assumed to be constant. We
rewrite (2) in port-Hamiltonian form (neglecting for the
moment the boundary conditions) using the inner energy
density u(x, t) as state and T (x, t) as co-state/effort 3 ,[
u˙
f
]
=
[
0 −div
−grad 0
] [
T
φ
]
. (3)
φ(x, t) and f(x, t) denote the vectors of heat flux and the
temperature gradient as the thermodynamic driving force.
The model is completed with the constitutive laws
φ = λf u = cT. (4)
The discrete model is found by integrating the equations
over the appropriate j-chains of the dual and the primal
complex, respectively, as indicated in Table 3 with super-
script s or f referring to the solid or the fluid phase.
3 Which is the conjugate quantity w. r. t. the artificial potential∫
Ω
1
c
u2(x, t)dx.
Table 1. j-chains and associated quantities
j-chain (Integral) physical quantity
Primal node nk Temperature T
s/f
k
Primal edge ek Driving force (temperature difference) F
s/f
k
Dual face fˆk Heat flow rate Φˆ
s/f
k
Dual volume vˆk Energy Uˆ
s/f
k
If k is the index for a dual control volume, and the set I(k)
contains the indices of the boundary faces, the discrete
energy balance on such a control volume can be written
for both the solid and the fluid phase as
∂
∂t
Uˆ sk = −
∑
l∈I(k)
Φˆsk,l − Φˆsfk (5a)
∂
∂t
Uˆ fk = −
∑
l∈I(k)
Φˆfk,l + Φˆ
sf
k . (5b)
The heat flow Φˆsfk represents the heat transfer between
both phases. The temperature differences along a strut
(index k, 1 and 2 refer to the start and end node) for both
phase, as well as between both phases are
F sk = −(T sk,2 − T sk,1), F fk = −(T fk,2 − T fk,1) (6a)
F sfk = T
s
k − T fk. (6b)
Finally, the discrete approximations of the constitutive
equations (4) for both phases, together with the heat
transfer model between both phases are
Φˆsk =
λAskF
s
k
|rk,2 − rk,1| , Φˆ
f
k =
λAfkF
f
k
|rk,2 − rk,1| (7a)
Φˆsfk = αA
sf
k F
sf
k (7b)
Uˆ sk = V
s
k c
sT sk, Uˆ
f
k = V
f
k c
fT fk. (7c)
The discrete geometry parameters (note that (5) and (6)
contain only topological information) are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Geometry parameters
Parameter Definition
rk Position vector of node nk
A
s/f
k
Solid / fluid part of the area of fk
Asfk Contact area of the phases in vk
V
s/f
k
Solid / fluid part of the volume of vk
To obtain a numerical model of the heat transfer in the
complete foam, we collect the whole set of variables Uˆk,
Fk, Tk and Φˆk in the vectors Uˆi/b, Fi/b, Ti/b and Φˆi/b,
which represent inner / border co-chains as algebraically
dual objects to the j-chains of the primal and the dual
complex 4 .
The result is the following system of equations, where
dˆ
3
ii/bi = −(d1ii/bi)T and d1ii/ib denote the co-incidence
matrices (i. e. the transposed boundary matrices) between
4 For a given j− 1-co-chain cj−1, which contains the integral values
of a quantity over j − 1-chains, the duality pairing, see Seslija et al.
(2014),
〈cj−1, ∂jcj〉 = 〈djcj−1, cj〉 (8)
defines the co-boundary operator dj . The sequence of spaces of co-
chains and co-boundary operators defines a co-chain complex
C0(K,R) d
1
−→ C1(K,R) d
2
−→ . . . d
n
−→ Cn(K,R). (9)
faces and volumes on the dual complex and nodes and
edges on the primal complex, respectively 5 .

˙ˆU
s
i
˙ˆU
f
i
Fsi
Ffi
Fsfi
 =

0 0 (−d1ii)T 0 I
0 0 0 (−d1ii)T −I
d1ii 0 0 0 0
0 d1ii 0 0 0−I I 0 0 0


Tsi
Tfi
Φˆ
s
i
Φˆ
f
i
Φˆ
sf
i

+

0 0 (−d1ib)T 0
0 0 0 (−d1ib)T
d1ib 0 0 0
0 d1ib 0 0
0 0 0 0


Tsb
Tfb
Φˆ
s
b
Φˆ
f
b
 (10)
The subscripts i and b denote the locations (in the interior
or at the boundary) of the j-chains, on which the discrete
quantities are defined as presented in the previous sub-
sections. Note that the skew-symmetry of the first matrix
mimics the formal skew-adjointness of the matrix operator
in (3).
The model is again completed by the constitutive laws
Uˆ
s/f
= Cs/fTs/f (11a)
Φˆ
s/f
= Λs/fFs/f (11b)
with the diagonal matrices
Cs/f = diag(V
s/f
k c
s/f) (12a)
Λs/f = diag
(
λA
s/f
k
|rk,2 − rk,1|
)
(12b)
4. IMPLEMENTATION
For the implementation of the 3-complexes and their j-
cells, we chose an objected oriented approach using the
programming language Python. The goal of this implemen-
tation is to represent the relations between j-cells in the
code. The general structure of the core classes is shown
as a UML diagram in Fig. 9. For better treatment of j-
cells with reverse orientation, the implementation includes
some more classes than shown, but they follow the same
architecture.
To avoid redundancy, the classes of all j-cells inherit from
a Cell class where common properties like numbering or
labeling are implemented. Node, Edge, Face and Volumes
classes must be instantiated from top to bottom, since
every class needs an aggregation of its predecessor. This
approach relates to the application of the co-boundary
operator as in (9).
All objects of j-cells are collected in an instance of the
PrimalComplex class, where the classification is imple-
mented and the incidence matrices are calculated. The
DualComplex automatically generates all dual j-cells.
5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
The presented approach is applied to a grid based on
Kelvin cells as shown in Fig. 10, which has 848 degrees
5 For the relations of co-incidence matrices between the dual com-
plexes, see Kotyczka and Maschke (2017) or Seslija et al. (2014).
2..*
2
2..*
2
2..*
3..*
2..*
3..*
1..2
4..*
1..2
4..*
1
1..*
1..*
1..*
1..*
1
1..*
1..*
1..*
1..*
Cell DualCell
Node DualNode
Edge DualEdge
Face DualFace
Volume DualVolume
PrimalComplex DualComplex
Fig. 9. Simplified UML diagram
of freedom (DOFs). For better replicability, the grid is
constructed, so that we can test the numerical method
without depending on user settings in iMorph or the need
to compensate possibly occuring defaults in the iMorph
result. On the top and bottom boundary, a DBC is applied
(Fig. 11a). The other boundaries have a NBC (Fig. 11b),
in our case the heat transfer is set to 0, meaning it is
perfectly isolated at theses boundaries.
Fig. 10. Geometry of the example foam
(a) Dirichlet bound-
ary condition (DBC)
(b) Neumann bound-
ary condition (NBC)
Fig. 11. Primal volumes
The material parameters used in the simulation are given
in Table 3.
Table 3. Material parameters
Dimensions l × w × h 40× 40× 40 mm
Mass m 16.463 g
Density of aluminium ρs 2.7× 10−3 g
mm3
Density of air ρf 1.204× 10−6 g
mm3
Heat capacity of Al cs 0.897 J
g K
Heat capacity of air cf 1.005 J
g K
Thermal conductivity of Al λs 0.2 W
mm K
Thermal conductivity of air λf 2.6× 10−5 W
mm K
Heat transfer coefficient α 1.0× 10−4 W
mm2 K
Surrogate thermal diffusivity aeff 1.85
mm2
s
Fig. 12 shows the transient behaviour of the temperature
on 4 selected nodes. T0 is the constant temperature at the
bottom boundary, while T3 is increased at the top. T1 and
T2 are the temperatures of two nodes at different heights
close to the front boundary.
For comparison, a Finite Element (FE) simulation with
18 081 DOFs was performed with a surrogate parameter
for the diffusivity aeff =
λeff
ρeffceff
using FEniCS (Alnæs
et al., 2015). The results are shown with markers and the
superscript c.
Fig. 12. Transient beaviour of the foam
The perfect matching of both our simulation based on
the structured model with the surrogate FE simulation
is due to two facts: (a) the surrogate diffusivity has been
determined by curve fitting and (b) did we only consider
the “harmless” case of pure heat conduction without the
consideration of convective transport.
6. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We showed a structured approach to obtain a numerical
model of heat transfer through metallic open cell foams,
in which the separation of topology (expressed in terms of
co-incidence matrices) on the one side and geometry and
material parameters (constitutive equations) on the other
side mimics the PH structure of the local PDE model. The
model allows to identify macroscopic foam parameters,
and can be used for design optimization and (after possible
model reduction) for control.
The model structure directly maps to the objects and
dependencies of the object oriented python library, which
can read topology and geometry data over an interface to
the iMorph image processing software. We presented the
simulation of a realistic foam model and its comparison to
a FE simulation with surrogate effective parameters.
At the moment, we work in several directions: (a) the sim-
ulation of real foam data and comparison with the exper-
imental data obtained at LGPC Lyon, (b) the integration
of convection in the model and (c) improving robustness
of our model generation with respect to artefacts like not
fully connected graphs from image processing.
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